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Anne Schlosser is an MLM expert. She lives well from passive income from network
marketing and is able to afford things of which she only could dream of as an
employee. By now, she has built her own team of successful networkers. Unlike many
other colleagues, Anne Schlosser has focused on quality from the beginning on and
thus did not recruit everyone. From experience, she knows: Only a few people have the
ability to become successful with selling systems. Those sponsors who attract the right
people from the beginning, save a lot of time and avoid frustration.
The Perfect 6x9 Inch, 100 Page Lined Journal For: Guam USA Pride Guam Liberation
Day Gift Guamanians Worldwide Chamorro & Chamorrita Gift Representing the 671
Guam Teacher & Student Island Hopper & Beach Lover World Travelers Journal
Country Pride Journal Home Country Gifts Souvenirs Sightseeing Gifts Souvenir Gifts
Travel Journals Sightseer Gifts Travel Gifts Birthday Gifts Holiday Gifts Back to School
Notebook Country Love Home Journals Wanderlust
What is FIT Teaching? What is a FIT Teacher? The Framework for Intentional and
Targeted Teaching®—or FIT Teaching®—is a research-based, field-tested, and
experience-honed process that captures the essentials of the best educational
environments. In contrast to restrictive pedagogical prescriptions or formulas, FIT
Teaching empowers teachers to adapt the most effective planning, instructional, and
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assessment practices to their particular context in order to move their students’
learning from where it is now to where it should be. To be a FIT Teacher is to make a
heroic commitment to learning—not just to the learning of every student in the
classroom, but to the professional learning necessary to grow, inspire, and lead. This
book introduces the powerful FIT Teaching Tool, which harnesses the FIT Teaching
approach and presents a detailed continuum of growth and leadership. It’s a close-up
look at what intentional and targeting teaching is and what successful teachers do to
Plan with purpose Cultivate a learning climate Instruct with intention Assess with a
system Impact student learning Designed to foster discussion among educators about
what they are doing in the classroom, the FIT Teaching Tool can be used by teachers
for self-assessment; by teacher peers for collegial feedback in professional learning
communities; by instructional coaches to focus on the skills teachers need both onstage
and off; and by school leaders to highlight their teachers’ strengths and value. Join
authors Douglas Fisher, Nancy Frey, and Stefani Arzonetti Hite for an examination of
what makes great teachers great, and see how educators at all grade levels and all
levels of experience are taking intentional steps toward enhanced professional practice.
Published to wide critical acclaim in France, Badawi is Mohed Altrad’s heartrending
debut novel, inspired by the author’s own narrative arc from Bedouin orphan to
engineer and finally billionaire businessman. In the Syrian desert, a young boy watches
as his mother dies. She was a repudiated woman, abandoned by the boy’s powerful
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father, leaving Maïouf to his scornful grandmother. Though the Bedouin tribes have
stopped their centuries-long travels across the dunes—their tents long since converted
into sedentary shacks—Maïouf’s grandmother wants him to carry on tradition as a
shepherd. But from the first time he sneaks off to the white-walled schoolhouse to
watch the other children learn, Maïouf envisions a different future for himself. This is
one extraordinary child’s story of fighting for an education, and a life, he was never
supposed to have, from a tiny desert village to the city of Raqqa, from the university
halls of Montpellier on to the oil fields of Abu Dhabi. But is a life of exile the one he
wants? Can a child whose name means “the abandoned one” ever make a home for
himself? With each step forward, he feels the love of his youth—a steadfast young
Syrian woman named Fadia—and the shifting, haunted sands of his native village pulling
him back toward the past he thought he had left behind.
The easy way to make sense of property law Understanding property law is vital for all
aspiring lawyers andlegal professionals, and property courses are foundational
classeswithin all law schools. Property Law For Dummies tracks to atypical property law
course and introduces you to property law andtheory, exploring different types of
propertyinterests—particularly "real property." In approachable For Dummies fashion,
this book gives you abetter understanding of the important property law concepts
andaids in the reading and analysis of cases, statutes, andregulations. Tracks to a
typical property law course Plain-English explanations make it easier to grasp property
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lawconcepts Serves as excellent supplemental reading for anyone preparingfor their
state's Bar Exam The information in Property Law For Dummies benefitsstudents
enrolled in a property law course as well as non-students,landlords, small business
owners, and government officials, whowant to know more about the ins and outs
property law.
One of the first books to shine a light on the broad scope of translation studies, this
Routledge Translation Classic is widely regarded as a pillar of the discipline. Authored
by one of the most infl uential translation theorists of the twentieth century, Translation,
Rewriting, and the Manipulation of Literary Fame shows how rewriting – translation,
anthologization, historiography, criticism, editing – infl uences the reception and
canonization of works of literature. Firmly placing the production and reception of
literature within the wider framework of a culture and its history, André Lefevere
explores how rewriting manipulates works of literature to ideological and artistic ends,
and demonstrates how rewriting a text can give it a new, sometimes subversive,
historical or literary status. Ranging across various literatures, including Classical Latin,
French, and German, and here reissued with a new foreword by Scott G. Williams, this
is a seminal text for all students and specialists in translation studies, literary theory,
and comparative and world literature.
This book offers a compelling and comprehensive account of what happened to the
KGB when the Soviet Union collapsed and the world's most powerful and dangerous
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secret police organization was uncloaked. As Amy Knight shows, the KGB was
renamed and reorganized several times after it was officially disbanded in December
1991--but it was not reformed. Knight's rich and lively narrative begins with the aborted
August 1991 coup, led by KGB hard-liners, and takes us through the summer of 1995,
when the Russian parliamentary elections were looming on the horizon. The failed coup
attempt was a setback for the KGB because it led to demands from Russian democrats
for a complete overhaul of the security services. As a result, the KGB's leaders were
fired, its staff reduced, and its functions dispersed among several agencies. Even the
elite foreign intelligence service was subjected to budget cuts. But President Yeltsin
was reluctant to press on with reforms of the security services, because he needed
their support in his struggle against mounting political opposition. Indeed, by the spring
of 1995, the security services had regained much of what they had lost in the wake of
the August coup. Some observers were even saying that they had acquired more
power and influence than the old KGB. This story told by one of the foremost experts on
the Soviet/Russian security services and enriched by face-to-face interviews with
security professionals in Moscow, is crucial to understanding Russian politics in
transition. It will fascinate scholars, policymakers, and general readers interested in the
fate of the KGB.

Poetry written by students from all across the USA.
This book constitutes the first comprehensive publication on the duty of care of
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internationalorganizations towards their civilian personnel sent on missions and
assignments outsideof their normal place of activity. While the work of the civilian
personnel of internationalorganizations often carries an inherent risk, the
regulations, policies and practices of theemployer can help to address and
mitigate that risk. In this book, the specific content and scope of the duty of care
under international law is clarifiedby conducting an unprecedented investigation
into relevant jurisprudence and legal sources.Included is a critical assessment of
the policies of selected international organizations while aset of guiding principles
on the duty of care of international organizations is also presented. This
publication fills a gap in the existing academic literature on the topic and is
aimedparticularly at academics and practitioners interested in the legal
implications of the deploymentof civilian personnel abroad by international
organizations. This includes scholarsand university-level students specializing in
international law, international human rightslaw, the law of international
organizations, labour law, EU law, international administrativelaw and the UN
system, and practitioners, such as lawyers and consultants, representing
oradvising international organizations or their personnel on the legal aspects of
deployment. The book is also aimed at the senior management of international
organizations and at theirofficers in charge of recruitment, human resources,
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training and security, in that it clarifiestheir legal obligations and provides
concrete examples of the policies various internationalorganizations have in
place for the protection of civilian personnel. Current and prospectivecivilian
personnel of international organizations should also find the book useful
forclarifying their rights and duties. Andrea de Guttry is Full Professor at the
Dirpolis Institute of the Sant’Anna School ofAdvanced Studies in Pisa, Micaela
Frulli is Associate Professor at the Dipartimento di ScienzeGiuridiche (DSG),
University of Florence, Edoardo Greppi is Full Professor at the Dipartimentodi
Giurisprudenza, University of Turin, and Chiara Macchi is Research Fellow at
theDirpolis Institute of the Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies in Pisa.
#1 New York Times and #1 Wall Street Journal bestselling author Brad Thor
returns with his hottest and most action-packed thriller yet! The most secretive
organization in America operates without accountability to the American people.
Hiding in the shadows, pretending to be part of the United States Government, its
power is beyond measure. Control of this organization has just been lost and the
future of the nation has been thrust into peril. When the five candidates being
considered to head this mysterious agency suddenly go missing, covert counterterrorism operative, Scot Harvath is summoned to Washington and set loose on
the most dangerous chase ever to play out on American soil. But as the
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candidates begin turning up murdered, the chase becomes an all-too-public
spectacle with every indicator suggesting that the plot has its roots in a shadowy
American cabal founded in the 1700s. With the United States on the verge of
collapse, Harvath must untangle a web of conspiracy centuries in the making and
head off the greatest threat America has ever seen. This is thriller writing at its
absolute best where the stakes have never been higher, nor the line between
good and evil so hard to discern.
In her bestsellers "Louder Than Words" and "Mother Warriors," McCarthy told
stories about healing children with autism. Now she teams up with a preeminent
autism doctor to write the first book on a remarkably effective new treatment in
healing conditions associated with autism.
KEENAN It's been four years since I ran away-from home, my brother, and my
maybe father. I created a life free of expectations while pretending I wasn't being
hunted by all of the above. I managed to stay under the radar all this time... or so
I thought. When big brother shows up and saves my ass, I'm forced to face
everything I left behind, including her. SHELDON It's been four years since I
became another statistic. I made a lot of mistakes when it came to Keenan
Masters. The first was loving him at all. He took something from me the night he
left, and when I told him I still loved him, he told me he'd always hate me. After
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that, I learned how to be okay... until he came back. Gone was the boy who
always knew how to make me laugh, and in his place was a cold, arrogant
monster. Fear Us is a continuation of the events from book one and two. It's
recommended you read the series in order.
Duke Webb has run the most successful bail recovery agency in Atlanta for over
twenty years. That's because he has a team of trained, competent hunters
backing him up to keep his name feared on the streets. But Duke knows that
nothing can go on forever. His hunters are in committed relationships and ready
to settle down, and so is he. That's what leads him to start his new training
program. "That's the new vision for Dukes. Veterans operating and tracking
behind the scenes with a new powerhouse apprehension team on the
streets."Brian and Quick are the first to offer up two new recruits. Kellam Knight
has studied martial arts under his sensei, Quick, since he was eight years old. A
tossed-out reject from high-society, Kell has a problem fighting on the right side
of the law. If he sees an injustice, he has to correct it. He doesn't have to run and
cower from his enemies anymore, he's a fighter who can protect himself and
others. When Quick offers Kell the opportunity to join Duke's training program,
he's all in. Except he's not prepared for the straight, over-confident, extremely
disciplined, sexy man Brian has recruited to be his partner. Tyrell Jenkins' world
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was flipped upside down when his father never returned home from his last
deployment. He'd been Ty's teacher, mentor, his guide to living a righteous life as
a good man. His father didn't raise him to be like every other young, stereotypical
male in Atlanta. Instead, he's been taught to be respectful, to speak the language
of real men. When Brian King - his father's most trusted comrade - finally comes
to him with the truth, he doesn't come alone. He comes with trained men hidden
in the shadows... and a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to join a brotherhood unlike
any other.This installment is a part of a series and contains previously mentioned
characters, but CAN standalone. Each book centers around a new couple. This
book ends in a HEA. NO cliffhanger.
The Age of Translation is the first English translation of Antoine Berman’s
commentary on Walter Benjamin’s seminal essay ‘The Task of the Translator’.
Chantal Wright’s translation includes an introduction which positions the text in
relation to current developments in translation studies, and provides prefatory
explanations before each section as a guide to Walter Benjamin’s ideas. These
include influential concepts such as the ‘afterlife’ of literary works, the ‘kinship’
of languages, and the metaphysical notion of ‘pure language’. The Age of
Translation is a vital read for students and scholars in the fields of translation
studies, literary studies, cultural studies and philosophy.
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A.A. Gill was an exceptional writer. Savage and compassionate in equal measure, he was
always opinionated, always original, often surprising, and his writing illuminated from the page.
This book, the second posthumous collection of his journalism, brings together pieces from
near and far. He was ferociously well travelled, and once wrote that for all our ability to cross
the world at will, 'abroad is as foreign and funny and strange and shocking as it ever was, and
our need to know our neighbours every bit as great'. This is a book about meeting those
neighbours. Wherever he was - in London or the Kalahari, Benidorm or Beirut, with the glitterati
in St Tropez or the nightclubs of Moscow, in the ruins of earthquake-struck Haiti or in a camp
with the displaced Rohingya, he had the ability to pin down the heart of a story and render it
unforgettable. He was a peerless writer about food, and so we also get to join him at tables all
around the world, from a motorway service station café to the sophisticated delights of El Bulli.
Fearless in his judgement, often provocative, and endlessly thought-provoking, he had the gift
of making his readers see the world in a different way. And, always, of making them laugh.
This collection is another opportunity to marvel at a master at work.
"In this compilation, the authors present research carried out in three different institutions:
university, infant and primary school, and nursery school, with the last two institutions analyzed
from a teacher’s, educator’s and parent’s point of view. The goal is to determine the way
motor functions contribute to the formative process in infant school in a systematic way within
physical education. Next, a comparative study is presented to examine tension between quality
and equity in education in the region of Latin America, with the intent of opening a dialogue
wherein common constructions can be identified while respecting singular and particular
pathways. Following this, a study on Greek kindergarten teachers’ practice is presented,
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specifically focusing on how their values impact their decision to use worksheets in
kindergarten. A conceptual piece is offered, maintaining that a conversation analysis of
children’s play and media (Pandey, 2012) yields one of the most astonishing accounts of their
language and interaction. The instructional value of conversation analysis is established using
data from a variety of sources, including a Disney movie. Next, data obtained from a survey
involving early childhood teachers in Hong Kong is deliberated on. This survey assessed a
multitude of factors, including: “knowledge of policy, self-efficacy, professional development,
experience, professional role, environmental factors, their school’s adapted curriculum,
teamwork, and provision of resources.” The final chapter explores the current situation of
limited access of young children to early childhood education and care settings in Tanzania,
offering information on childhood education and care (ECEC) from an international perspective
to those who are involved with young children and their families."-Poor Christina!Kicked out of college for bad behavior, she goes home in shame, but her
defiance will not be quelled! That's when her stepfather, Jonah Mitchell, is forced to take things
into his own hands. He will ensure she respects and recognizes his authority over her no
matter what!But things don't go quite as planned. Christina knows how to push his buttons, and
she does just that in all the right places!Now they find themselves in a pickle! And Christina
can't hide this pickle for long!ADULT CONTENT
After suffering a traumatic childhood, Griffin is given a fresh start with foster parents who help
him discover what it's like to be loved, wanted, and protected.Quincy has lived a comfortable
life with his grandparents and the constantly changing faces of their foster children. Kids come
and go and Quincy knows staying friendly yet unattached is best. But when scrawny, scared
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Griffin moves in, Quincy's world is turned upside-down.Griffin and Quincy have a shaky start,
but soon they bond as best friends and eventually brothers. The hormone-filled teen years
reveal an unanticipated attraction between the two.Now in college, Griffin and Quincy set out to
determine if the sexual tension brewing between them since high school is worth jeopardizing
their nearly decade-long friendship. Will they lose everything they've found in each other, or will
they seize the opportunity to turn their friendship into something even better?Forever Better
Together is an opposites attract, friends-to-lovers story, but it's slightly more complicated than
that.
In this important and timely work, Graham and Diamond reassess the success of American
universities as research institutions and the role of public funding in their developmentfrom the
expansionist "golden yearsof the 1950s and '60s, through the austerity measures of the 1970s
and the entrepreneurial ethos of the 1980s, to the budget crises universities face in the 1990s.
Exhibition and other types of buildings.
"Because of the importance of Averroes (as a Muslim he is significant for both Platonic and
Islamic thought), it is good to have Lerner's new and thoughtful interpretation, with lucid
introduction, three helpful appendixes, glossary, and index."—Library Journal "This is a fine
translation of a very difficult and important text, lost in its Arabic original but preserved in the
awkward fourteenth-century Hebrew translation of Judah ben Samuel. Even in this summary
form, the Republic is one of the exceedingly few works of the Platonic corpus to surface in
Islamic philosophy, and this paraphrase is an excellent example of Averroes' technique of
doing philosophy in commentary form."—Journal of Near Eastern Studies "It is interesting to
note that Plato's tenets were considered profitable also by Averroes, whose world was defined
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and governed by the Koran."—The Classical Outlook An indispensable primary source in
medieval political philosophy is presented here in a fully annotated translation of Averroes'
discussion of the Republic. Averroes' book played a major role in both the transmission and the
adaptation of the Platonic tradition in the West. In a closely argued critical introduction, Ralph
Lerner addresses several of the most important problems raised by the work.

In this, his second book, James Tagliaferro Carnehan blends his two passions:
photography and humanity. Travel with him through the natural variety of Georgia,
learning of the culture, the legends and the history. Through his images and prose see
why Georgia is the land that God reserved for himself.
Offers a record of life in Lhasa before Communism, detailing the author's experiences
and encounters
It's 1863 and 10-year-old Emmy Blue Hatchett has been told by her father that soon
their family will leave their farm, family, and friends in Illinois, and travel west to a new
home in Colorado. It's difficult leaving family and friends behind. They might not see
one another ever again. When Emmy's grandmother comes to say goodbye, she gives
Emmy a special gift to keep her occupied on the trip. The journey by wagon train is long
and full of hardships. But the Hatchetts persevere and reach their destination in
Colorado, ready to start their new life.
An aspiring journalist finds herself caught between murder, love, and a Chicago sex
club in the second installment of this erotic thriller trilogy. Journalism student Meredith
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Dalton is driven to launch her career with an exposé on The Raven Room—an illicit and
exclusive sex club hidden in the shadows of Chicago’s Chinatown. But Meredith’s also
driven by desire for her lover, Julian Reeve, a card-carrying member of the club who
has expanded her sexual horizons. When Meredith uncovers evidence that the recent
murders of two women are connected to The Raven Room—and possibly to Julian—only
tracking down the true killer can prevent her from an impossible choice between her
two passions. Unsure who to trust, Meredith zeros in on the killer and a web of
organized crime. But she may be unprepared for the consequences of diving deeper
and deeper into a dangerous world unwilling to relinquish its secrets. “The Raven
Room is really about the evolution of relationships, boundaries, and choices…. [A]
satisfying story of emotional turbulence.”—Midwest Book Review on The Raven Room
NATIONAL BESTSELLER For years, people have been asking Ezekiel “Zeke”
Emanuel, the brash, outspoken, and fiercely loyal eldest brother in the Emanuel clan,
the same question: What did your mom put in the cereal? Middle brother Rahm is the
mayor of Chicago, erstwhile White House chief of staff, and one of the most colorful
figures in American politics. Youngest brother Ari is a Hollywood superagent, the reallife model for the character of Ari Gold on the hit series Entourage. And Zeke himself,
whom the other brothers consider to be the smartest of them all, is one of the world’s
leading bioethicists and oncologists, and a former special advisor for health policy in the
Obama administration. How did one family of modest means produce three such highPage 15/21
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achieving kids? Here, for the first time, Zeke provides the answer. Set amid the tumult
of Chicago in the 1960s and 1970s, Brothers Emanuel recounts the intertwined
histories of these three rambunctious, hypercompetitive Jewish American boys, each
with his own unique and compelling life story. But ultimately, this is the story of the
entire Emanuel family: the tough, colorful Old World grandparents; a mischievous,
loving father who immigrated to the United States with twenty-five dollars and who
enthralled his boys with tales of his adventures in Israel’s war for independence; and a
proud, politically engaged mother who took the boys with her to rallies and
protests—including a civil rights march through the streets of Chicago led by Martin
Luther King himself. Even as the Emanuels distinguished themselves as individuals, the
bond of brotherhood that tied them together was never broken. Brothers Emanuel is a
wry, rollicking, and often poignant narrative of how one American family succeeded in
raising three extraordinary children. Praise for Brothers Emanuel “An endearing, honest
and gripping account of an American success story.”—San Francisco Chronicle “A
beautiful portrait of growing up Jewish in an urban environment during an era of
profound social change.”—Publishers Weekly “This delightful memoir is a deeply
personal tale of one family, but it’s also about much larger things: America and tribal
identity, love and rivalry, and the moral lessons to be learned as you grow up.”—Walter
Isaacson “Fascinating . . . a classic tale of an immigrant family.”—Chicago Tribune
“Mighty entertaining.”—The Hollywood Reporter “A clear-eyed, candid memoir that is
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unique and yet quintessentially American.”—BookPage “A fun read.”—The Forward
What does every aspiring comic artist REALLY want to draw? Action, of course! Learn
how to render all aspects of adrenalin-filled movement, from jaw-dropping superhero
antics to kick-ass fistfights. Techniques for drawing every dynamic action are explained,
from body contact and flying through to fistfights, group rumbles and full-on battles
Clever exercises show how to achieve convincing movement, from dynamic standing
poses, to running, swinging, flying and fighting An Action File of comic character
drawings in dynamic poses forms an invaluable resource for practice and reference
Insight Guides, the world's largest visual travel guide series, in association with
Discovery Channel, the world's premier source of nonfiction entertainment, provides
more insight than ever. From the most popular resort cities to the most exotic villages,
Insight Guides capture the unique character of each culture with an insider's
perspective.Inside every Insight Guide you'll find:.Evocative, full-colour photography on
every page.Cross-referenced, full-colour maps throughout.A brief introduction including
a historical timeline.Lively essays by local writers on the culture, history, and
people.Expert evaluations on the sights really worth seeing .Special features
spotlighting particular topics of interest.A comprehensive Travel Tips section with
listings of the best restaurants, hotels, and attractions, as well as practical information
on getting around and advice for travel with children
All Around Georgia
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Insight Explore Guides: pocket-sized books to inspire your on-foot exploration of top
international destinations. Experience the best of Dubrovnik with this indispensably practical
Insight Explore Guide. From making sure you don't miss out on must-see attractions like the
old historic centre to discovering hidden gems like the sleepy harbour of Sudurad, the easy-tofollow, ready-made walking routes will help you plan your trip, save you time, and enhance
your exploration of this fascinating city. Practical, pocket-sized and packed with inspirational
insider information, this will make the ideal on-the-move companion to your trip to Dubrovnik
Enjoy over 11 irresistible Best Routes to walk, from a tour of the old city walls to exploring the
stunning islands of Lokrum and Mljet Features concise insider information about landscape,
history, food and drink, and entertainment options Invaluable maps: each Best Route is
accompanied by a detailed full-colour map, while the large pull-out map provides an essential
overview of the area Discover your destination's must-see sights and hand-picked hidden
gems Directory section provides invaluable insight into top accommodation, restaurant and
nightlife options by area, along with an overview of language, books and films Includes an
innovative extra that's unique in the market - all Insight Explore Guides come with a free eBook
Inspirational colour photography throughout About Insight Guides: Insight Guides is a pioneer
offull-colour guide books, with almost 50 years' experience of publishing high-quality, visual
travel guides with user-friendly, modern design. We produce around 400 full-colour print guide
books and maps as well as phrasebooks, picture-packed eBooks and apps to meet different
travellers' needs. Insight Guides' unique combination of beautiful travel photography and focus
on history and culture create a unique visual reference and planning tool to inspire your next
adventure.
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This comparative international review of law and practice liability describes the framework in
which lawyers, insurers, contractors and clients dealing with liability operate. The act of
building involves risk and, in the case of damages occurring after construction, it is often hard
to identify responsibility. This will be an essential reference for construction lawyers, insurers
and other senior practitioners and managers in industry, based on research and analysis by
CIB (Conseil International du Batiment) as part of the CIB series programme.
A portrait of William Holden details the actor's life, film career, and personal relationships and
reveals the darker side behind the golden public image
Can you move to your dream city on an entry-level salary? Can you make it through graduate
school and still pay your bills? Can you manage being out on your own for the first time in your
life without ending up in debt? Ellen Zitani lived in New York City as a graduate student for
seven years. She resigned from a well-paying salaried job in order to further her education. To
take advantage of this opportunity, she knew it would come with some financial belt-tightening.
Along the way, she learned that with the proper budgeting system, she could live a comfortable
lifestyle and not worry about accumulating debt as she completed her education. If you love
the urban lifestyle but don't earn the money to enjoy it comfortably, then this book is for you. It
will teach you how to embrace minimalism and feel healthy doing so. From the worksheets to
the case studies, The Envelope System will help you feel like you have more control over your
finances so that you can make the most of what you have. So grab a pen, open the book, sit
down, and work your way through it. The Envelope System is a lifestyle of conscious choices
and consistent actions that can help anyone, at any age, be financially responsible, and
therefore find more freedom in their life.
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De vita Caesarum, commonly known as The Twelve Caesars, is a set of twelve biographies of
Julius Caesar and the first 11 emperors of the Roman Empire written by Gaius Suetonius
Tranquillus
A generation before Brown v. Board of Education struck down America’s “separate but equal”
doctrine, one Chinese family and an eccentric Mississippi lawyer fought for desegregation in
one of the greatest legal battles never told On September 15, 1924, Martha Lum and her older
sister Berda were barred from attending middle school in Rosedale, Mississippi. The girls were
Chinese American and considered by the school to be “colored”; the school was for whites.
This event would lead to the first US Supreme Court case to challenge the constitutionality of
racial segregation in Southern public schools, an astonishing thirty years before the landmark
Brown v. Board of Education decision. Unearthing one of the greatest stories never told,
journalist Adrienne Berard recounts how three unlikely heroes sought to shape a new South. A
poor immigrant from southern China, Jeu Gong Lum came to America with the hope of a better
future for his family. Unassuming yet boldly determined, his daughter Martha would inhabit that
future and become the face of the fight to integrate schools. Earl Brewer, their lawyer and
staunch ally, was once a millionaire and governor of Mississippi. When he took the family’s
case, Brewer was both bankrupt and a political pariah—a man with nothing left to lose. By
confronting the “separate but equal” doctrine, the Lum family fought for the right to educate
Chinese Americans in the white schools of the Jim Crow South. Using their groundbreaking
lawsuit as a compass, Berard depicts the complicated condition of racial otherness in rural
Southern society. In a sweeping narrative that is both epic and intimate, Water Tossing
Boulders evokes a time and place previously defined by black and white, a time and place that,
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until now, has never been viewed through the eyes of a forgotten third race. In vivid prose, the
Mississippi Delta, an empire of cotton and a bastion of slavery, is reimagined to reveal the
experiences of a lost immigrant community. Through extensive research in historical
documents and family correspondence, Berard illuminates a vital, forgotten chapter of
America’s past and uncovers the powerful journey of an oppressed people in their struggle for
equality.
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